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Five Major Requirements by 2050
• Average rate of yearly population growth at 2%
• 2% of Cairenes will live in low-density housing
• 98% of Cairenes will live in high-density housing
• 2000 people per square kilometre in low-density housing
• 26000 people per square kilometre in high-density housing
• Cessation of any further building activity on existent arable land

Major assumptions and innovations
• Water: WAT 2035 11, WAT 2035/2050 3, WAT 2035/2050 2
• Energy: ENE 2035/2050 1
• Low Density Housing: LDH : RES 2035 1 , RES 2050 9
• Mixed Use (High Density Housing): MIX 2035 16,  MIX 2035 14
• Agriculture: AG 2035 6, AGR 2035/2050 10, AGR 2035/2050 12
• Industrie: INS 2035/2050 10,  INS 2035/2050 9
• Transport: TRA 2035 19

Early adopter scenario
• An essential policy will be implemented and enforced (although 
respective laws exist, but they are not enforced):
No further building activity (housing, industry, mixed use etc.) may 
be executed on arable land. The policy automatically covers any 
new, expanded agricultural land in the desert.

• New desalination plants and pipelines allow the provision of sig-
nificant amounts of additional fresh water (irrigation and drinking 
water). Desalination plants will be established at the Red Sea, the 
Great Bitter Lake, and the Mediterranean Sea.

• The existent area under cultivation (agriculture) will be signifi-
cantly enlarged, along the delta flanks, and along new water pipe-
lines.

• Large areas for high-density housing (brown) will be established 
in the eastern, western, and southern desert near Cairo. Com-
plemented by smaller areas for low-density housing (yellow). The 
project ‘New Capital Cairo’ will not be built.

• Solar plants will be built near new settlement areas in the  
eastern, western, and southern desert near Cairo.

Late adopter scenario
• The project ‘New Capital Cairo’ is being built, inclusive large  
areas for low-density housing (yellow).

• New desalination plants and water pipelines are planned, and, 
delayed in time, built.

• In western desert areas near Cairo, the satellite cities 6th of  
October und Sheik Zayed City are establishing additional areas 
for low-density housing (yellow), and south of them, a large area 
for high-density housing (brown) is implemented.

• Until 2035 large additional parts of the delta north of Cairo (ara-
ble land) have been consumed by informal, illegal building activity 
(high-density housing, brown). This land is forever lost for agri-
culture, due to the late adoption of the respective protective pol-
icy (not allowing any further building activity, executed on arable 
land).

Cairo: Mega-urban Landscape
Greater Cairo forms with more than twenty million people the 
largest urban settlement in Africa, the Middle East, and the Arab 
world. 95% of Egypt’s land area is barren desert. The coun-
try’s primary and well-nigh sole water source is the Nile, serving 
about one hundred million Egyptians as their lifeline. Almost ex-
clusively where the mighty river renders irrigation farming possi-
ble, which is on only 3.8% of the country’s territory, the popula-
tion hitherto built, and continues to build their settlements—rural 
and urban. Greater Cairo will have to accommodate around 9 
million more people in 2035, and about 19 million more people 
in 2050. The city and its urban agglomeration have been widely 
built on fertile arable land—scarce soil that is the only basis for 
domestic food production, and essential for the sustentation of 
the rapidly growing population. The majority of housing in Egypt 
continues to be built informally, and illegally, to an estimated 
share of over seventy percent. This illegal housing construction 
business entirely takes place on farmland, and, due to the popu-
lation growth, at an accelerating tempo.
Our research and design efforts for Cairo’s inevitable growth are 
subject to a strict avoidance of any further farmland conversion. 
Such uncompromising target is not an ingenuous brainchild, but 
would, in contrast to common current infringement, abide by the 
existent Egyptian law. [Rekittke, Paar & Ballal, 2019 (unpublished)]
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Participant team credits:
Workshop management team:
Joerg Rekittke (Visiting Professor, Leibniz University Hanover),
Hrishikesh Ballal (Managing Director, Geodesign Hub, Dublin),
Philip Paar (CEO, Laubwerk GmbH, Berlin),

Workshop team ‘Heat’: 
Valentin Bauer, Mark Brack, Siyue Deng, Benjamin Kasten,
Adrian Lichnowski, Ziwei Lin, Taku Matsuoka,
Marleen Stemwedel, Bing Sun, Gelan Yin, Shuguang Zou
(MLA Students, Leibniz University Hanover)

Workshop team ‘Final’: 
Valentin Bauer, Benjamin Kasten,
Adrian Lichnowski, Marleen Stemwedel
(MLA Students, Leibniz University Hanover)

The Geodesign workshop and the related MLA project have been 
conducted under the aegis of the Institute of Landscape Architec-
ture (ILA), Leibniz University Hanover. Our special thanks go to 
Christian Werthmann, Professor of Landscape Architecture and 
Design at the Leibniz University Hanover.

Satellite Images
Left:
Almost exclusively where the river Nile allows irrigation, farming is 
possible in Egypt (visible as green [dark] texture at daylight).
[MODIS/MODLAND/ DESCLOITRES, 2000] (24pt)

Right:
The night image shows that the scarce arable land concurrently 
forms the virtually exclusive settlement area for a nation of more 
than 100 million people.
[NASA, Black Marble, 2017]

Figures and problems
Greater Cairo currently houses about 22 million people. The 
size of our core study area is 160,000 hectare. The population 
within the square, we put at 13 million people. An average rate 
of population growth of 2% will result in an additional number of 
over 5.2 million people until 2035, respectively over 6.7 million 
people until 2050—considering the 40 by 40 kilometre square 
only. Entire Cairo will have to accommodate about 9 million 
more people in 2035, and about 19 million more people in 2050. 
For the increased population in 2035, 5200 additional hectares 
of building area for low-density housing, and 19,600 addition-
al hectares for high-density housing will be needed. In 2050 
these numbers will mount to 6800 hectare for low-density hous-
ing, and 25,600 hectare for high-density housing. To feed the 
increased population of the 40 by 40 kilometre square, 17,010 
additional hectares of agricultural land will be needed in 2035, 
accumulating to 22,200 hectare in 2050. In Egypt, agriculture is 
not possible without irrigation, therefore the watering of the ex-
panded farmland will come to a demand for additional water of 
roughly 39 million cubic metre in 2035, and accordingly some 
50 million cubic metre in 2050. People need drinking water as 
well, this means an additional demand for around 57 million cu-
bic metre of potable water for the calculated 104,063 additional 
inhabitants of low-density housing, and an additional demand 
for around 511 million cubic metre of potable water for the cal-
culated 5.09 million additional inhabitants of high-density hous-
ing in 2035. In 2050 this will add up to an additional demand for 
about 74 million cubic metre of potable water for the calculated 
135,937 additional inhabitants of low-density housing, and an 
additional demand for roughly 668 million cubic metre of pota-
ble water for the calculated 6.66 million additional inhabitants of 
high-density housing.

The present water shortage in Egypt is 13 billion cubic meter 
per year. An illegal building boom continues to proliferate on ag-
ricultural land, while a legal building boom currently takes place 
in the desert around Cairo, manifesting itself in form of vast gat-
ed, low-density communities for those who can afford to escape 
the packed city. Pools, gardens, and upscale lifestyle in the des-
ert are advertised, but it remains inscrutable where the neces-
sary water will come from. 

In light of the overwhelming challenges of Cairo’s future, we lim-
ited our design assignment to essentials. The studio and work-
shop participants had to draft the locations for the millions to 
come and to be accommodated in the future. Building on farm-
land is tantamount to suicide, therefore not a single additional 
square meter of agricultural land can be at the designer’s dis-
posal. On the contrary, the existent area under crops has to be 
expanded dramatically, implying the provision of necessary wa-
ter quantity. 

[Rekittke, Paar & Ballal, 2019 (unpublished)]

Non-adopter scenario
• The project ‘New Capital Cairo’ has been built, inclusive large 
areas for low-density housing (yellow). The government widely 
turned away from ‘Old Cairo’ and celebrates the thirsty Dubai-style 
new capital in the desert—with expensive pools, irrigated gardens, 
and airconditioned malls.

• In the western desert near Cairo, more and more low-density 
housing areas are established by private investors. 

• Large parts of the delta north and south of Cairo (arable land) 
have been consumed by informal, illegal building activity (high-den-
sity housing, brown)—see also the close-up image.

• The respectice, ubiquitous farmland loss aggravates the national 
food crisis.

• A first desalination plant is established at the Red Sea.

• Two water pipelines have been connected to ‘New Capital Cairo’ 
and the satellite cities west of Cairo.

• A new airport (purple) has been built north of ‘New Capital Cairo’.
Photo: B. Kasten


